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John F. Kennedy International Airport



•Airport planner
•Law enforcement and 
firefighting

•Security
•Airfield manager
•Terminal manager
•Ground transportation 
provider
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Planning the layout and future of a vast 
airport system
Operators determine where every terminal 
is placed, parking/ground transportation, 
and where runways and taxiways will be 
located.
• The FAA approves of the Airport 

Layout Plan (ALP).
• Airport operators are responsible for 

designing airports for the future.
• Airports must consider how to 

increase capacity within often limited 
space constraints.

• Laws to consider: environmental 
(including noise), ADA, FAA 
regulations
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John F. Kennedy International Airport 
layout
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• Many airport operators maintain their own 
security force; Port Authority airports 
maintain a fully trained and equipped police 
and firefighting force.

• Officers are empowered to make arrests and 
keep the peace (local district attorneys try 
the cases).

• Firefighters are trained to put out special 
airport fires from planes.

• Airports create a security plan (now the FAA 
is looking at SMS for airports) and must plan 
for terrorism, airport security (CLEAR), 
unmanned aircraft, and other security 
concerns

Keeping the airport safe and secure
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• Responsible for keeping wildlife off 
the airport

• Air marshallers
• Responsible for environmental clean 

up and planning
• FOD – Foreign object debris removal

Managing wildlife, mitigating noise, and 
maintaining an environmentally sound 
airport
Airport operators maintain safe and 
efficient airside operations

Newark Liberty International 
Airport



New LaGuardia Airport Terminal B
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• Unique challenge for airport 
operators are ongoing efforts to 
privatize terminals.

• Ongoing efforts to provide services 
to airport users by airports, such as 
accommodations when there are 
unforeseen delays. This used to be 
provided solely by airlines.

Many or most airport operators operate 
terminals
Airport operators design and plan 
terminals and provide passenger 
services



JFK AirTrain
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• Most airport operators operate airport 
roads.

• Some airport operators also operate 
mass transit to and from the airport 
(such as JFK and Newark; planned to 
be LaGuardia).

• Airport operators also are ground 
transportation advocates.

• Airport operators attract ground 
transportation lessees such as car 
rental operators.

Passengers need to get to and from the 
airport
Ground transportation provisions and 
planning is an important role for the airport 
operator.



Any Questions?

Newark Terminal A 8



Racquel Reinstein
Phone:
212-435-3570
Email:
rreinstein@panynj.gov


